Information for authors

GENERAL INFORMATION

It is important to format your manuscript according to the prescribed conference proceedings requirements. This will speed up the submission process because the Conference’s editorial team will not have to send your manuscript back to you for formatting. The language is English (stick to either US or UK English). In general, your paper is expected to contain Title, Abstract and Keywords, Introduction, Methods and Results, Discussion and Conclusions, Figures and tables, Acknowledgments and References. Colour illustrations will be converted to B&W in print version.

The Conference ICSE-2017 will cover all areas of Sports Engineering but a contribution must have one of these areas as its focus

  Engineering Application
  Management
  Data Science
  Code of Practice

All contributions undergo editorial and peer review. All submissions will follow same general format. Please note the categories of manuscript accepted and manuscript maximum length restrictions:

  Paper presentation (9 pages)
  Posters presentation (9 pages)
  PhD Symposium (5 pages excluding the appendix)

SUBMISSION

Submitted manuscripts must not have been published previously nor be under consideration for publication elsewhere. The decision of the editors is final in the matter of acceptability for publication. Submission is Electronic via the Web only. Camera ready version in MS-Word / PDF format conforming to the template are only acceptable.

FORMAT

Please follow the template provided at conference webpage.

COPYRIGHT

Authors of Paper presentation and Poster presentation will be required to sign and submit Copyright release form at the time their camera-ready submission is due.